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SS-051M/SS-051ME
GLASS BREAK

DETECTOR

INTRODUCTION
The SECO-LARM's SS-051M and SS-051ME are designed and built to provide
alarm protection against a would-be thief’s forced entry into your car through the
window or by door lock punching.

Attractively designed to match the interior of almost any car, SS-051M and
SS-051ME give you the flexibility of either mounting them in plain view to dissuade
would-be thieves, or if you prefer, they can also be easily mounted out of sight.

A built-in audio discriminator enables SS-051M and SS-051ME to filter out typical
outdoor sounds to prevent false alarms.  Only high-frequency sounds such as
breaking glass or metal striking glass will cause SS-051M and SS-051ME to
trigger the alarm.

SECO-LARM’s patented Yellow "Turbulence" LED allows you to pinpoint and
determine the correct sensitivity by advising you once environmental noise is too
high.  With this innovative feature, false alarms are virtually eliminated.

SS-051M's built-in microphone and expansion input socket gives you the option of
expanding the protected area simply by connecting an additional microphone
SECO-LARM Model No. SS-051-RMP2 (see diagram 3).

SS-051ME's flexible external microphone enables you to select the best mounting
location for alarm  protection anywhere in your vehicle.
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INSTALLATION

1. Select a mounting location for the SS-051M/SS-051ME.  DO NOT mount
the unit until all final adjustments are made.

2. Connect the 4P wire connector to the alarm brain.  (see diagram 1)

3. If an alarm already has a shock sensor (SS-052B), connect SS-051M/
SS-051ME in parallel (color by color) with the shock sensor as shown in
diagram 2.

4. An optional ON-OFF switch may be installed in series with the Blue output
wire to enable you to temporarily turn OFF the SS-051M/SS-051ME when
the vehicle is parked in a very high-noise environment.

* To verify if you are in a very high-noise environment, check the SS-051M/
SS-051ME’s Yellow LED.  If Yellow LED is ON, the noise level is high and a
false alarm may result.

5. Adjust sensitivity in accordance to your preference (see adjustment and
testing section).

6. When installing the SS-051M in an RV, truck, or other large vehicle, it is
recommended that you use an additional remote microphone
(SECO-LARM SS-051-RMP2 ) rather than increasing the sensitivity to
cover that additional area.  (If the sensitivity is increased, a false alarm
may result.)

Plug the remote microphone into the SS-051M’s built-in jack and place the
remote microphone as close as possible to the additional window(s) that
requires protection.

It will be necessary to retest the sensitivity after mounting the remote
microphone.  Follow the “Adjustment and Testing” procedure on page 4.
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 WIRING DIAGRAM

(Diagram 2)

(Diagram 3)

(Diagram 1)
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ADJUSTMENT AND TESTING

1. Using a small, flat-blade screwdriver, rotate the sensitivity control
clockwise to maximum.  Be careful not to over-turn or strongly push the
screwdriver into the sensitivity control.

2. Temporarily disconnect the Blue Output Wire.

3. Close all the windows.  While watching the Red and Yellow Indicator LEDs,
rap one of the windows once with a metal object such as a teaspoon or
coin.  Both the Red and Yellow Indicator LEDs should come ON.

4. Repeat step 3, only this time lightly tap (do not rap) the window.  If
sensitivity is adjusted correctly, the Yellow Indicator LEDs WILL come ON;
the Red trigger LED WILL NOT.  If both the Red and Yellow LEDs do come
ON, or if only the Red LED comes ON, the sensitivity is too high and must
be adjusted lower.

5. Repeat the procedure as outlined in steps 3 and 4 until both LEDs come
ON when you rap the window, and Yellow LEDs come ON when you lightly
tap the window.  (It may be necessary to adjust the SS-051M/SS-051ME
several times before getting the proper sensitivity.)

6. Check this setting at every window to make sure the sensitivity is
consistent with each window.

7. Reconnect the Blue Output Wire and rap on one of the windows with a
metal object; the alarm should sound.

SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT: 12VDC;  CURRENT DRAIN (STANDBY CONDITION): 3mA;  CURRENT
DRAIN (TRIGGER CONDITION): 16mA;  TEMP. RANGE: 14OF TO 122OF (-10OC TO
50OC);  CASE CONSTRUCTION: ABS plastic;  YELLOW LED: Indicates if
pre-intrusion is triggered;  RED LED: Indicates if intrusion is triggered;
SIZE: (L) 2-1/2" (63mm); (W) 1-11/16" (43mm); (H) 3/4" (20mm); WEIGHT: 0.07 lb.
(0.030kg).
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